Train trips in Scandinavia

Malmö – Stockholm

Cutting-edge cities.
A train trip that will take you to two very different cities. On the one hand, Malmö in the south – a link to Europe and the continent. On the other hand, our modern capital city – brimming with history, beautiful buildings and exciting sights to see.

Malmö – the continental city

Proximity to Copenhagen has left its mark on Malmö – a city that feels Swedish and continental all at the same time. Sweden’s third largest city is bursting with self-confidence, and offers exciting art milieus, parks, lively market squares and fabulous restaurants. This is also where you can see the Turning Torso – Europe’s tallest residential building that is visible from all over the city.

Stockholm – the royal capital

Stockholm is one of the most beautiful cities in the world. Built on fourteen islands, it's a city of contrasts and often perceived by visitors as being quite unique. It’s an international metropolis, modern and trendy, yet bursting with culture, traditions and a history that stretches back an entire millennium. Few cities can compete with Stockholm’s ability to offer a taste of modern urban life, historical culture and wonderful countryside – all in one and the same day.

How to get there:

• X2000s depart every hour throughout the day. Night trains depart Mon. – Fr., and Sun.
• The travel time is around 4.5 hours.

• Stop-off suggestions: Alvesta to see Glasriket, the Kingdom of Crystal, and Norrköping to see Kolmården animal park.
• Night trains from Berlin–Malmö depart daily during the summer.